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Abstract 
For a nonnegative integer p and a two-way-infinite sequence u = (U&Z of complex numbers 
define the sequence v= A,u by 
v,=(Ap~),= 1 (-l)‘+jU,+j (meZ). 
-p<j<p 
The spaces UP and V, of the sequences u fixed by A% and A, are studied, and given several 
parametrizations. These spaces play a fundamental role in the description of two-way-infinite 
O-l sequences that reoccur - and, in particular, that are fixed - by the r-majority operators 
M. M simultaneously replaces every bit of a two-way-infinite O-l sequence by the majority bit 
of the (2r+ 1)-segment it centers [2,9]. 
Key words: Majority rule; O-l sequences; Cellular automata; Stationary states 
1. Introduction and results 
1.1 
Let r be a nonnegative integer. The r-majority operator M replaces simultaneously 
each bit of a two-way-infinite (finite) O-l sequence x by the majority bit of the 2r + 1 
(cyclic) interval it centers, yielding another O-l sequence Mx. It was introduced as 
a model for various biological processes [4,1,2] and was studied in this context both 
theoretically and by computer simulation, with special attention to the invariant 
sequences, i.e. M’s fixed points. 
Let Z denote the set of integers and let N denote the set of positive integers. Let 
1: Z+ N denote the run-size sequence (rss) of a O-l sequence x : Z+{O, l} with finite 
runs. f lists in order the run-lengths of x-runs (maximal one-digit segments in x), 
lo being the length of the run containing the bit x0. For a nonnegative integer p and 
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a sequence u = (u&z of complex numbers, define the sequence A,u = ((A,u),),,z by 
(Apu),= 1 (- l)‘+jum+j (FEZ). 
-p<.i<p 
(1.0) 
In [9] M’s fixed points with finite runs are identified as the O-l sequences whose rss 
u satisfies A,u = u, along the condition 
c u m+2jGrc C %+2j CmEz) 
O<j<p OQj<p 
for some even integer p, 0 < p < r. 
(1.1) 
Similarly, M’s recurring points x with finite runs - which must satisfy M 2x=x 
[S, 11, lo] - are identified as the O-l sequences whose rss u satisfies Aiu = u for some 
integer p, O<p<r, along with (1.1). 
The O-l sequences with finite runs whose rss u satisfies A,u = u for an odd integer p, 
0 <p <r, are the ones where M changes every bit - i.e. the fixed points of the 
r-minority operator. 
1.2 
This paper supplements [9]. First, complex bases for the spaces Up (I’,,) of two- 
way-infinite sequences of complex numbers u satisfying A,‘u = u (A,u = u) are given 
(Theorem 1). For p > 0 the subspaces U,” ( I’,“) of bounded sequences in Up (VP) emerge 
as subspaces of co-dimension one consisting of periodic sequences, 2p(p + 1) (p(p + 1)) 
being a common period. This entails the same periodicity for the corresponding rss’s 
of M’s recurring points (fixed points), as already noted in [9] (Corollary 1.1). 
A direct sum decomposition of U,” (I’,) given in Theorem 2 presents a sequence 
UE Ui (UE I$) as the unique sum of a constant sequence with two perturbations with 
periods 2p and 2( p + 1) (p and p + 1). It also allows for the selection of bases for the 
rational vector space consisting of the sequences with rational entries in Up (VP). 
Theorem 2 is then used to establish some periodicity properties of UE Ui (UE Vi) 
already mentioned and used in [9] - namely Propositions U and V in Section 1.5 (see 
also Propositions U+ and Vf in Section 3). 
Keeping the goal of an efficient description of the positive integral sequences in U,” 
(if,“) in mind, a convenient integral parametrization for the integral sequences in U,” 
(Vi) is desirable. Such a parametrization - given already in [9] - is presented by 
Definitions U and V. 
1.3 
Let C, R and Q denote the fields of complex, real and rational numbers, For nE N let 
Z.:=(O, . ..) n- 1). Let X denote the space of all complex-valued two-way-infinite 
sequences u : Z-C, and for nEN let X, denote the space of all complex-valued 
n-sequences u : Z,+@. 
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For F@, r] #O let fi :=(v~)~,zEX denote the two-way-infinite geometric sequence 
generated by q, and for K E C\(O) set k := {{: ~EK}. For HEN define Ki (K;) to be 
the set of nonreal solutions in @ of the equation xn=l (x”= -l), and let 
K, = Kz u K; . Thus, K, is the set of all complex solutions of x2” = 1 other than 1 and 
- 1, whence K,= K2f,. Let V; c X denote the space of all UEX satisfying A+= -u, 
and let id :=(m) mE+~X denote the arithmetic sequence of integers, generated by 1. 
In Section 2 we shall prove Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Let PEN. Then: 
(a) The folowing set of sequences forms a base to Up: 
{~}uk,uk,+,u{id}. 
(b) The following set of sequences forms a base to VP: 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(c) The following set of sequences forms a base to Vi: 
B, uk,,,. (1.4) 
We call a sequence u =(u,,,)~~z n-periodic if it satisfies u,+, = u, for all rn& As any 
PER. (;i~k: ) is 2n-periodic (n-periodic) and it is bounded, we conclude the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1.1. {i} u k,uk;,+ 1 is a base for Upb, and {i} uk,’ uk:+ 1 is a base 
for V,. In particular, every uEUi (ue V,“) satisjes u,+2p(p+l)=u, (u~+~~~+~~=u,) 
for all m6Z. 
1.4 
Let A denote the diagonal of X, consisting of all constant sequences, spanned by i, 
and let A- denote te subspace of X spanned by (( - l)m)mC~. For neN let W, c X 
denote the subspace of all n-periodic sequences; that is, UE W, iff 
%n+n=Gl (mEE). (1.5) 
Let U,O C X consist of all uEX satisfying 
C Um+zj=O (mEa). 
O<j<n 
Let V,” consist of all UEX satisfying (1.6) and 
1 U,+j=O (mEI?). 
O<j<n 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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Thus, U,” E W,,, V,” E W, n U,“. One easily establishes directly the following proposi- 
tion (a very short proof is given in Section 3). 
Proposition 1.2. Let nEk4. Then: 
(4 U,” = V&, 
(b) W,,=AoU,oOA-=AOT/,q,8A-, 
(4 WZn+l=A 0 Vzqt+~, 
(d) dim U,” = dim V& = 2n - 2, dim V& + 1 = 2n. 
Let I G X denote the one-dimensional subspace of homogeneous arithmetic 
sequences, panned by id. 
Theorem 2. Let PE k4. Then: 
(0) up= u; 0 I, vp= v,” CD I, 
(1) U;=A 0 U, 0 8 U,+I, 0 
(2) V,=A 0 V,” 0 V,“+I. 
Proof. (0) is obvious, as id is the only unbounded sequence listed in Theorem 1. We 
prove (1) and (2). 
By Corollary 1.1 it suffices to show that K, is a base for U,” and that k,’ is a base to 
V,“. As ~EK, iff q”‘- 1=Oand~2-1#0,wehave~o,j,,~2~=(~2-1)-1(~2n-1)=0, 
SO that, for all m~i2, CO..j<n jjm+2j=Co<j<n q”+‘j=r~~ COsjcn q’j=O. Thus, 4 satisfies 
(1.6) and so ;ieU,“, and 8,” E U,“. As Ik,J=2n-2=dim U,“, k, is a base for U,“. 
Similarly, ~EK: iff v”-l=O and q#l,-1. Thus, if ~EK:, COCj<n$= 
(~-l)~‘(~“-l)=0andso,forallm~Z,~o,j~n~~+j=~0~j~n~m~~=~m~04j~n~~=O 
and ?j satisfies (1.7). As Kz E K,, i satisfies (1.6) and so ;i~ V,“. Thus k;.’ E V,“. Now 
1 Kz I= n- 1 or n-2 according as n is odd or even, so by Proposition 1.2(d), 
IKiI=dim V,“. 0 
1.5 
We next establish two periodicity results for the spaces U,” and Vi”, stated and used 
in [9]. Sharper versions are established in Section 3 as Propositions U+ and V+. 
Proposition U. Let uEU,b. Then for all mEZ: 
(ul) COdj<pU,+2j=CO~j<p(ApU)~+f+++2j~ 
tu2) COgj~pU,+2j=C09j~p(ApU),+p+2j' 
Proposition V. Let uEV,“. Then for all mEZ: 
(vl) C09jip",+j=CO$j<pum+1+2j, 
Cv2) CO<j<p %l+j=COQ<pUm+2j. 
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We first note the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.3. If UEU~ then (Apu),=u,+,,. i’f UEU~+~ then (Ap~),,,=uUm+p+l. 
Proof. By (l.O), (Apu),=COgjGp u,-p+2j-Cogj<p u,...~+I+z~ for all mEZ. Hence, if 
UdJ,o, i.e. if u satisfies (1.6) with n=p, then (~I~u),,,=u,+~, and if u&j+ r, i.e. if 
u satisfies (1.6) with n=p+ 1, then (Apu),=u,+,,+r. q 
Proof of Propositions U and V. By Theorem 2 and the additive nature of the 
identities (ul), (~2) ((vl), (v2)), it suffices to check them for UEAU Uju Uj’+l 
(UE A u V,” u Vj’+ 1). They are obvious for UE A. 
Let UE Uj. Then both sides of (ul) vanish as u satisfies (1.6) with n = p. As u satisfies 
also (1.5) with n=2p, we have, by Proposition 1.3, 
C (ApU),+P+2j= C unr+zp+zj= C U,+zj, 
O$j<P OSjGp O<jGp 
establishing (~2). 
Let u~U,0+~. Then both sides of (~2) vanish as u satisfies (1.6) with n = p + 1. As 
u satisfies also (1.5) with n = 2(p + l), we have, by Proposition 1.3, 
2 (ApU),+p+r+2j= C U,+Z(p+l)+zj= C Urn+zj, 
O<j<p O<j<p O<j<p 
establishing (~1). Proposition U is proved. 
Let UE V,“. Then both sides of (vl) vanish, as u satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) with n=p. For 
the same reason, (~2) reduces to the identity u,=u,,,+~, which holds by V,” c W, 
(Proposition 1.2). 
LetuE$+,. Then both sides of (v2) vanish as u satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) with n = p + 1. 
For the same reason, (vl) reduces to -u,= -u,+~+~, which holds by Vj’+, s W,,,. 
Proposition V is proved. 0 
1.6 
For an additive subgroup G of the additive group of complex numbers and an 
additive subgroup Y of X, let c Y c Y denote the additive subgroup consisting of all 
sequences u : Z-G in Y. The subgroups zU, and zU,b ( zV, and zV,“) of integral 
sequences in UP and U,b (VP and V,“) call for special attention in the context of listing 
rss’s of the r-majority operator’s recurring points (fixed points), as explained in 
Section 1.1. 
We use in this paper the word parametrization to denote any linear isomorphism of 
X, onto an n-dimensional vector space over @. Any ordered base provided for UP (6) 
and QU,, (Q VP) yields the coordinate parametrization, associating with any parameter 
- a system of coefficients xeXap (xEX~J - the UEU, (UE VP) obtained by expanding 
the base by the parameter. The parametrization so obtained by the bases in Theorem 1 
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is far from satisfactory, as the parameter of any 0 #uE~U~ consists of irrational 
numbers. Let us call a parametrization of U, (I$) an integral parametrization if it maps 
the integral parameters of its domain onto zU, (zI$). We present below convenient 
integral parametrizations 6, for U,, _!?p for V,(see [9]), which serve also as efficient tools 
for an enumerationof zU,, and z&. In the next section we give a refinement of Theorem 
2 that yields a different enumeration technique for elements of these groups. Proofs are 
given in Section 4. 
Definition U. Let p be a positive integer. An ordered pair (4, ~)EX~(~+ ir x XZp is called 
a UP-code if it satisfies the following two equations: 
(Ul) ti,-t&+&-f?,+ ...+~~p-zizp+l+lfi()=o, 
(U2) ~o-~~+~z-i/3+“~+~~p-z-g~p-~=o 
A Up-code (a, t) is a U,b-code if it satisfies also 
(U3) ~o+~~+tjl+~~+...+rj~p-2+~2p_1=o. 
Up, U,” s XZ(p+l) x Xzp denote the linear subspaces of U,-codes, Ui-codes, 
respectively. D,: oP+X is defined by u= D,,(&{) iff u,=I$, for m~ZzC,+lJ, and 
u,+ 2 Cp+ i) = u, + q,,, + Q,, + i , rned, where (~,,)~~z is the periodic extension of 4; that is, 
Q,,=$,, for meZzp and Q,,+~~=~I,,, for all meH. 
Let zU, denote the additive subgroup of Ui, consisting of U,-codes with integral 
entries. 
Theorem U. D, is a linear isomorphism of l?,, onto UP mapping 0,” onto U,” and HOP 
onto ZUP 
Definition V. Let p be a positive integer. An ordered pair (a, ~)EX~+ I x X, is called 
a V,-code if it satisfies the equation 
(Vl) ~o-rj~+...+(-l)~-~~p-l+(1+(-1)~+~)(zi~-ti~+...+(-1)~~p)=o. 
A Q-code is called a Vi-code if it satisfies also 
(V2) $o+rj1+...+rj,_1=0. 
6, l+Xp+l xX, denote the linear subspaces of V,-codes, I$-codes, respectively. 
E,: VP-+&is defined by E,(ti, $)=u iff u,=i&, for mEZ,,l and u,,,+~+~=u,,,+Q,,, mEiT_, 
where (q,,JmEz is the periodic extension of 4; that is, Q,, =$,, for mEZ, and Q,,= Q,,+~ for 
all mEE. 
Let z< denote the additive subgroup of fpconsisting of G-codes with integral entries. 
Theorem V. E, is a linear isomorphism of VP onto 6 mapping ?i onto Vi and zc 
onto zV, 
An integral parametrization 6,: X,,+U, is obtained by first mapping 
(k&, . . ..~zp+l. 
* 
VI, ...,ti2p-2kX4, to the U,-code ((k, . . . . fzp- l),(tiO,ril, . . . . 
Ejzp- 2, (z,_ i)), where +jio and rj2,_ i are defined by (Ul) and (U2), and then applying D, 
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Similarly, an integral parametrization I?,: X 2p-+ V, is obtained by first mapping 
(&,...,&,ill,..., rj,_,)~X~~ to the &-code ((Go, . . . . fip),(&,,~l, . . . . Gp_i)), where $e is 
defined by (Vl), and then applying E,. 
By switching p and p + 1 in Definition U (V) a different code space 
c,, c Xzp x X20,+ i) ( pp E X,x X,+ 1) is obtained, giving rise to a different and equally 
convenient integral parametrization fip: X++ U, (B,,: X2p-+ V,). (Thus, for instance, for 
the periodic extension UE U2 of (2,2,3,2,3,4,3,3,2,1,4,5) [9, Example U] we have 
u=~2(2,2,3,2,3,4,1,0)=62(2,2,3,2,2,0,0,1).) 
1.7 
By Theorem 2, given PEN, any u~U,b has a unique representation: 
u=u’+u”+u”‘, u’EA, u”dJ,o, u”‘EU~+~. (1.8) 
Moreover, as V,” E U,” for all no N, if UE Vj”, we may substitute in (1.8) V,“, Vi+ 1 for 
u,o, u;+,. The utility of (1.8) for a listing of ~Upb and z Vi is thus suggested. 
Let us first list two instances of (1.8). For &X,, fi=(fie, . . . , li,_ 1), let 
A 
. ..) uo,...,r.?_ 1, . . . denote its two-way-infinite periodic extension UE W, given by 
u,=l&, mEZ,, and u,+, = u, for all meZ. Thus, for instance, u= . . .2,2,3,2,3,4,3,3, 
2,1,4,5...eU2 and ~=...3,3,3,2,2,4,3,1,3,4,2,2...~V~ [9, Examples U and V]. For 
these sequences, (1.8) takes the form 
u=...T...+...-- 17 2, 1 -_2,2,2...+ 1 1 1 . ..- 5, _:, -5, _J,3,3... 425
“=...$..+...~,_;,+..+...(),1,0,_1... 
(1.9) 
indicating that within &J,b or EVA the relation (1.8), in general, does not hold. 
On the other hand, for u~U,b (u~v,“), (1.8), along with (1.6) and (1.7), implies u’=Ui, 
where 
1 
P(P+ 1) c 
1 
u- U2j U=~ Uj . 
OQj<p(p+ 1) ( P(P+ 1) = > O<jcp(p+l) 
(1.10) 
Thus, one may anticipate the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.4. Let G c C be an additive subgroup, and let u~,U,b satisfy (1.8). Then 
p(p+ l)u’,p(p+ l)u”,p(p+ l)U”‘E&;. 
Let (l/n)h denote the additive group of rational numbers 4 with nqEh, i.e. whose 
reduced denominator divides the positive integer n. It follows from Proposition 1.4 that 
if UE U,” has integral entries, and u’, u”, u”’ are given by (1.8), then for all rneZ we have 
uh,u~,u~E(l/p(p+l))H. 
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Let Q;, Q;, Q;’ denote the projections of U,” onto its subspaces A, Uj2 Uj+ 1 defined 
by (1.8). Then (1.10) provides an explicit definition for QA, as Q# = Ul. In Section 3 
explicit definitions for Qi and Qi’ are given, where they are obtained as poly- 
nomials in the shift operator with coefficients in (l/p(p+ 1))Z (Proposition 3.4). 
Proposition 1.4 follows, 
1.8 
We try to keep the paper as self-contained as possible. In Section 2 the rudiments of 
linear recurrence relations - Theorem 2.1 - are used to prove Theorem 1. In 
Section 3 we upgrade our tools by introducing the shift algebra. Using it we provide 
a proof for Theorem 2.1 and Propositions U+ and V+. Section 4 is dedicated to the 
proof of Theorems U and V. 
2. Complex parametrization: proof of Theorem 1 
The theory of linear homogeneous recurrence relations over the complex numbers 
serves as a convenient vehicle to establish Theorem 1. We briefly review it, adapted for 
two-way-infinite sequences (see e.g. [7, Ch. 33). 
Let c=(cc, . . . . c,,)~X,,+r be a sequence of complex numbers satisfying coc.#O. Let 
w c X denote the linear subspace of all sequences UEX satisfying 
c CjU,+j=O (meZ). (2.0) 
O<j<Fl 
Obviously, (2.0) is equivalent to each of the two equations 
#m-n= 1 (-CglCj)U,_"+j,U,+,= C (-C,'Cj)U,+j. (2.1) 
O<j$n O<j<n 
Thus, each li=(tio, . . . . li,_ ~)EX, defines by (2.1) a unique UE K satisfying u,=zi, for 
0 <m <n, and the mapping E, : X,+ K associating u with li is a linear isomorphism. In 
particular, dim K= n. The n-restriction mapping L,, sending UEX to L,u := u 1 Z,, when 
restricted to l+& is E; I. It follows that E, is actually an integral parametrization of 
w whenever cjEZ, j=O ,..., n, and IcoI=lc,I=l. 
Define next a polynomial q,(x)dZ[x], the ring of polynomials in x over C, by 
qc(X)= C CjXj. 
O<j<n 
(2.2) 
Let tl, . . . . & be the distinct roots of q,(x), and let II, . . . , lk be their multiplicities. As 
co#O,~,#Ofors=l,..., k, and as c, # 0, l1 + . . . + lk = n. The theory of linear homogene- 
ous recurrence relations over C is summarized in Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.1. The sequences (m’5F),,,e+ with 1 Q s <k, 0 <t < 1, form a base to l%. 
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See e.g. [7, Theorem 3.111 for a proof (use (2.1) to extend the result therein for 
two-way-infinite sequences). We shall give another proof for Theorem 2.1 in 
Section 3 (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2). 
Let T: X+X be a linear operator. We let N(T):= {uEX: Tu =O> denote its null 
space, and for any polynomial q(x) = COcjG,, cjxJdZ [x] define as usual q(T) : X+X by 
q(T) :=‘&jGn Cj Tj, where To is by definition the identity mapping and co To is usually 
abbreviated as co. Let S: X+X denote the shift operator, defined by 
(Sn)*=%l+1 (mEz). 
AS (S’U),=U,+~ for m, jEZ, we readily see that (2.0) and (2.3) yield 
K=Nq,(S)) (C~Xn+1). 
For PEN put 
b,(x):= c x2! a,(x) := bp, 1(x) - xbp(x). 
O<jcp 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
By (l.O), a,(S)=SPAp. Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. (i) Up= Vp @ V;, 
(ii) I$= N@,(S) - Sp), V; = N@,(S) + Sp), 
(iii) ~p(x)-xp=(x-l)2 fl’lGKdvK,f,, (x-q), 
~P(X)+XP=n~EK+“K;+, (X-Y]). 
P 
Proof. (i) Obviously, V,n Vi =O. Let UE Up, i.e. A,~u=u. Put u+=:(u+A,u), 
u_=i(u--A,u). Then u=u++u_, A++=u+, A,u-=-u- so that u+eVp, U-EL’;. 
Thus Up= v, @ V; . 
(ii) As u,(S)= SPA,, we have up(S)fSp=SP(Apf 1). As Sp is invertible, 
N(SPT)=N(T) for an arbitrary linear operator T on X. By V,=N(A,-l), 
V; =N(A,+ 1) we obtain V,=N(u,(S)-SP), Vi =N(up(S)+SP). 
(iii) We proceed in steps. (a) b,(x)=ntlEKn (x-y]), and so b,(q)=0 iff ~IEK,. Indeed, 
(x2-l)bn(x)=(x2n-l)=(x2-1)~tleK (x-q). 
(b) b,+i(q)=l for qeKp, bp(q)=-{m2 for q~K~+i. Indeed, bp+i(x)=l+x2bp(x)= 
bp(x)+x24 Thus, if ~EK~, i.e. b,(q)=0 then b,+i(q)=l, and if ~EK,+~, i.e. bp+l(tl)=O, 
then b,(q)= -q 2p. But bp+l(q)=O implies q2p+2 = 1, i.e. q2p=q-2. 
(c) a,(r) = 1 for YIE% a,(rl)=rl-i for vKp+~. Indeed, by (2% 
u,(q) = b,, 1(q)- qb,(q). Hence (c) follows from (a) and (b). 
(d) u,(~)-~~=O for ~JEK~ UK;+,, and u~(~)++Y~=O for q~Kp uK;+~. 
Indeed, by (c), up(~)-~P=l-~P=l-l=O for ~EKZ, ~,(~)-~~=yl-~--~~= 
~~~(1 -np+i)=O for ~EK;+,, u,(~)+~P=f+ylP=l+(-l)=O for ycKp, 
up(~)+~P=~-l+~P=~-l(l+r+‘+l)=O for q~Kp+~. 
(e) ap(x)+xp=IIvEKiuKF+I (x-q). Indeed, up(x)+xP is a manic polynomial of 
degree 2p that vanishes by (d) on K; u K;+ 1. But IK; u Kp+ 1 I= 2p, as ~EK; u K;+ 1 
iff 4 # - 1 and rip= - 1 or qp+r= - 1. (e) follows. 
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(0 ~p(x)--xp=(x--l)* nl~~;“K++, (x-q). Indeed, up(x) - xp is a manic polynomial 
of degree 2p that vanishes by (d) on K,’ u Kl+ 1, a set of cardinality 2p-2, as 
n~K,+uK~+,iffrl#l,rl#-l,andnP=lorq p+l = 1. As by (2.5) b,(l)=n for all HEN, 
wealsohaveap(l)-1P=bp+~(1)-l~~p(l)-1=(p+l)-p-1=O,sothat1isalsoaroot 
of up(x) - x4 We shall establish (f) by showing that 1 is a root of order greater than 1, i.e. 
that (a,(x)-xP)‘(l)=O. By (2.5), b,:(x)=&+,,, (2j)x*j-’ so that bL(l)=n(n- 1). Also, 
u~(x)‘=~;+~(x)-bp(x)-xb;(x), so that u;(l)=(p+l)p-p-p(p- l)=p. Thus, 
finally, (u,(x)-xP)‘(l)=u;(l)-pxP-‘(l)=p-p=O. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 2.2(i) it suffices to prove (b) and (c) of Theorem 1. 
These follow from Proposition 2.2(ii),(iii) and Theorem 2.1. q 
3. A shift into shiftland 
We place our discussion now in the context of the shift algebra. Let Y G X be any 
S-subspace, i.e. a subspace closed under the shift operation S, and let Horn c( Y) denote 
the @-algebra of linear operators on Y. The mapping 
4(x) H 4(S) I y 
carrying a polynomial q(x)&[x] to the restriction of the operator q(S) to Y is 
a C-algebra homomorphism of the commutative C-algebra C [x] onto the commutative 
subalgebra @,[S] E Horn c( Y) generated by S ] Y. Moreover, we shall shortly see that 
this is in fact an isomorphism if and only if Y is an infinite dimensional S-subspace of X. 
That is, Y is finite dimensional if and only if it is mapped to 0 by a nonzero polynomial 
in S. 
Indeed, if q(x) is a nonzero polynomial in C[x] and q(S) maps Y to zero, then 
Y G N(q(S)). By the discussion following (2.0) and (2.1), N(q(S)) is finite dimensional, 
and in fact dim N(q(S)) = n - k, where n = deg(q) and k are the highest and lowest 
powers of x having nonzero coefficients in q(x). Thus Y is also finite dimensional. 
Assume now that Y is a finite dimensional S-subspace of X, and let q(x) be the 
minimal polynomial of S ] Y. As S 1 Y is invertible in Horn c(Y), q(x) has a nonzero free 
coefficient, and Y G N(q(S)). But deg(q)=dim N(q(S)) <dim Y, so we actually have 
Y= N(q(S)). 
Let us now consider the lattice P of manic polynomials in C[x] with nonzero free 
coefficient, with the division relation as the lattice order, and the lattice IF of finite 
dimensional S-subspaces of X, with the inclusion relation as the lattice order. For 
q(x)=qelP let N,E[F denote the null space of q(S); that is, put 
Nq := N(q(S)). (3.0) 
We note that the mapping q I-+ IV4 is in fact a lattice isomorphism of P onto IF: 
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It is one to one: Y = N4= Ng means that both q and q are the minimal polynomials of 
Sl Y and so q=q. 
It is onto: for a finite dimensional S-subspace Y of X, Y = N4 holds for the minimal 
polynomial q of S 1 Y. 
It preserues order: Let q, QEP. Then we have q 1 ij iff N4 G Nq (where q 1 ij follows from 
N4 c Nq again by the fact that q is the minimal polynomial of S ( N4, and so q 1 ij, as q(S) 
annihilates Np by N4 G N,). 
In particular, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Let ql, . . ., qkeP. Let g =gcd(q,, . . ., qk) and h = lcm(q,, . . ., qk) be their 
greatest common divisor and their least common multiple. Then 
(1) N,= nlGjGk Nqj9 Nh=Cl<j<k Nqj. 
In particular, 
(2) N41,,,4t=N4, @ ..-@ Nqr ifand only ifqi and qjare mutuallyprimefor ldi<j<k. 
Consider again the recurrence relation (2.0) and restate it as (‘&jGn cjSj)u=O. Thus, 
if for YE(x) defined in (2.2) we put f(x):=c; lq(~)=&,~~~,, c;‘cjxj, then REP and 
w= N/. 
If 5 19.a.9 & are the distinct nonzero roots of qE, where 5, is of multiplicity l,, 
s= 1, . ..) k, then we have 
f(x)= 1”I (x-4sF 
s=l 
and the factors (x - l,)‘s, s = 1 , . . ., k, are pairwise disjoint elements in P. For {EC, 5 # 0 
and a nonnegative integer j define ~“)EX by 
k(j)=(mjtm),GZ (3.1) 
(so in particular z(O) = ” 5). Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proposition 3.2. z(O), . . . , ~(‘-‘) form a base to NcX_~~l. 
Proof. We know that for REP of degree 1, dim N/ = 1. Also, z(O), .. . , kc’- ‘) are linearly 
independent, as the 1 x 1 matrix whose (m, j) entry is k(j)(m) = mj<“, 1 <m < 1,O <j < 1, is 
invertible (its determinant is a power of 5 times the Van der Monde determinant on the 
distinct parameters 1, . . . , 1). Thus the proposition follows from the following claim. 
Claim. k(j)~N+r)l for O<j<l. 
We prove the claim by induction on 1. By ((S-~)k),=(S&,-~.~,=~“+‘- 
t. grn = 0, we have z = Z(‘)E N,_, and the claim holds for I= 1. Assuming the claim for 1, 
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we have ,$~)EN(,__~)~+I for Obj<l, as N(X_r,~~NC,_5Jt+~. Now ((S-<)s(‘)),,,= 
(sE”,),T(ygs)),=(m+ l)‘t;+’ -5mrr”=~“+1((m+l)‘-m’)=(~04j<,(:.)mj)rm+1= 
-(I) is a linear combination of ~~p<,(~)r.m’~m=Z,,j<i(j)5ti”‘).. Thus_(S-05 
, . . . . 5”-1’. By hypothesis, (S-r)‘5’j’=O for j=O, . . . . 1-1, and so 
(S-5)‘+‘5”‘=0, i.e. Z$(l)~N~,_~)l+l. 0 
In (2.5) we defined a,,bp~P for PEN, and Proposition 2.2 shows that V,=NLIp_-xp, 
I’-; =N, +xp, U,= I$@ I$, so by Proposition 3.1 U,= N((I~_-xl)(ap+XI)= N,;_+. 
Define f&ther for neFV, 
t,(x)= c x”, w,(x)=x”-1, c,(x) = (x - l)b,(x), 
O<j<n 
fn(x)=a,(x)~-x~~, L(x) = (x + l)f,(x). 
(3.2) 
Thus we have (see (1 S), (1.6) (2.5)) 
Wn=Nw,, U,o=Nb,, U,,=Nfa,, A=NX_l, A-=NX+l. (3.3) 
By definition (see (1.7)) I’,“= U,” n N,“. Hence, by (3.3) and Proposition 3.1, V,“= 
Ngcd(b.,t.). BY b&)=(Xzk+ l)bk(x), h&)=(x+ l)b&) and gcd(x+ l,xZk+ l)= 1, 
we have gcd(&, t2k)=bk. Also, b2k+ 1(X)=ak(X)t2k+1($, SO gcd(b2k+l, t2k+l)=t2k+l* 
Thus we have 
(3.4) 
Using Proposition 3.1(2), we readily obtain the following proof. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. (a) U,“= V&: both are Nb.. 
(b) W,,=A@U,O@A-:x2”-1=(x-l).b;(x+1),(3.3). 
(c) Wzn+i=A@ V;n+l: ~~“+~-l=(x-ll)t~~+~. 
(d) dim U,” = dim V& = 2n - 2: deg(b,) = 2n -2; and 
dim Vfn+l= 2n: deg(t,,+,)=2n. 0 
Some useful identities for the sequel are listed in Proposition 3.3. 
Proposition 3.3. (a) f, = c,c, + 1, 
(b) x2” - 1 =(x+ l)C”, 
(c) ~~=(x2(p+1)-1)cp=(x~p-1)cp+~, 
(d) (i) a,=1+xc,, (ii) xap=l+cp+l, 
(e) (i) u,-~~=(~-1)(xb~-t~), (ii) x(xb,-t,)=b,+i-r,+r. 
Proof. (a) First proof: fp(x)=(up-xP)(up+~P). Apply Proposition 2.2 and b,(x)= 
rIqEK, (x-v) ((4 in th e proof of Proposition 2,2(iii)). 
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Second proof: By (2.9, b,+ 1 = 1 +x 2 b,, so we have 
b;+1=bp+1+x2bpbp+l, x2b;=bpbp+l-bp. 
We also have, by (3.1) and (2.5), 
Substituting, and recalling that b,+ 1 = b,+ x 2p, we obtain 
(b) (xZn -1)=(x2-l)b,=(x+l)(x-l)b,=(x+l)c,. 
(c) By (3.2), (a) and (b) we haveTp=(x+ 1)cpcp+l=(x2p-1)cp+l=(x2(p+1)-1)cp. 
(d) (i) a,=b,+, -xb,= 1 +x’b,-xb,= 1 +x(x- l)b,= 1 +xc,. 
(ii) xap=xbp+,-x2bp-x2x2p+x2(P+1)=x(1-x)bp+l+x2(p+1)= -xc,+~+ 
XZ(P+l) 
By (b), k2~p+1~=l+(x+l)cp+I, so xa,=l+c,+,. 
(e) (i) ap-xP=bp+l -xb,-xP= 1 +x2bp-xb,-xP=(x- l)xbp-(xP- l)= 
(x - l)(xb,- tp). 
(ii) x(xbp-tp)=x2bp-xtp=(bp+l-l)-(tp+1-1)=bp+l-tp+l. 0 
For no N define operators B,, C,, T,EQ)~[S] by 
& = b,(S), C” = c,(S), r, = t,(S). (3.5) 
Let ~,,:=NL. By Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 and Theorem 2 the S-subspaces 
U,” c Up c ijp satisfy 
~pb=~(x-l)b,b,+I =N(BpCp+l)=N(Bp+lCp), 
~P=Ncpcp+l =N(CpCp+ 11, (3.6) 
&=N~x+l)c,c,+~= N((S2P- 1)Cp+,)=N((S2cp+1~- l)C,). 
The subspaces up play a role in the proof of Theorems U and V in the next section. 
Let us now give the promised sharpened versions of Propositions U and V. 
Proposition U+. Let (~0) be the condition UE Vi. Then the conditions (uO), (ul) and (~2) 
are equivalent for uEX. 
Proposition V + . Let (~0) be the condition UE V,“. Then the conditions (vO), (vl) and (~2) 
are equivalent for UEX. 
Proof of Proposition U+. Notice that (uO), (ul) and (~2) are restated as 
(~0) B,Cp+~u=o, 
(ul) B,u= BpApSP+‘u, 
(~2) Bp+lu=Bp+,ApSPu. 
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But, in C[x] we have (see Proposition (3.3)(d)) 
b,c,+r=b,(xa,-l), b,c,+1=b,+lc,> b,+1(a,-l)=xb,+1c,. 
Substituting S for x and recalling SPAp=ap(S) and that S is invertible, we obtain 
B,C,+i=B,A,SP+‘-B,=S-‘(B,+iA,SP-B,+~) 
so that (uO), (ul) and (~2) are equivalent. 0 
Proof of Proposition V +. We first notice that by V,=N,p--x~, Propositions 3.3(e)(i) 
and 3.1 and Theorem 2 yield Vi=Nxb,_t,. Thus (vO), (vl) and (~2) are restated as 
(VO) (SB,- T,)u=O, 
(vl) T,u = SB,u, 
(~2) T,+I~=B,+I~. 
Thus (~0) and (vl) are identical, and by Proposition 3.3(e)(ii), S(SB,- T,)= 
B p+l- T,,,. S being invertible, we thus have (SB,- T,)u=O iff Tp+Iu=Bp+Iu. Thus, 
(vO), (vl) and (~2) are equivalent. 0 
We close this section establishing Proposition 1.4. Let Qi: Upb+A, Qi: Upb+Ui, 
Q;’ : Upb+ U,o+ 1 be the projections associated with the direct sum decom- 
position Uj = A 0 Uj 0 Uj+ 1 (Theorem 2(l)). Proposition 1.4 is a consequence of 
Proposition 3.4. 
Proposition 3.4. Let PEN. Then 
Q;=LBp(p+~,, 
a+ 1) 
b,+,(sP)-Q;, Q,“=~b,(Sp”)-Qb~ 
Proof. We need to establish nine statements: 
(1’) Q;u=u if UEA, (2’) Q$=O if UEU~, (3’) 
(1”) Q;u=O if UEA, (2”) Q;u=u if UEU~, (3”) 
(1”‘) Q;‘u=O if UEA, (2”‘) Q;‘u=O if UEU~‘, (3“‘) 
We first list a few observations: 
(a) b,(x)=t,(x’), so b,(xk)=tn(xZk) (n, HEN), 
(b) bktX) = bn(x)bk(x”). 
Q&=0 if uEUj+i; 
Q;u=O if uEUj+I; 
Q;‘u=u if uEUjfl. 
Indeed, (y-l)t,,(y)=y”k-l=(y”)k-l=(y”-l)t,(y”)=(y-l)t.(y)tk(y”). Cancell- 
ing y- 1 and substituting y= x2 we obtain (b) from (a). 
(c) bk(S”)u= ku for UE W,, (n, kEN). Indeed, Wzn=NXz”-~, i.e. UE W,, iff S’“u=u. As 
bk(Sn)=&J<k (S2”)‘, (c) follows. 
(d) bk(S”)u= Bku for UE l&k whenever gcd(k,n)= 1. Indeed, if gcd(k, n)= 1 and 
UEW,, then the list S”u,S1~2nu,S2~2”~,...,S2(k-1)‘2nu is a permutation of the list 
sou s2u s2.2u . 
h,(Sju = b,,. 
, .., S2(k-1)u. Hence bk(s”)u=&y<k (Sn)2jU=&j<k s’ju= 
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(4 Let Qnk=nbk(S”)-BBnk, where gcd(k,n)= 1. Then Qnku=O for u~d or UEU~ and 
Qnku =nku for UEU:. Indeed, by (b) we have B,k=bnk(S)=b,(S)bk(S”), i.e. Bnk= 
B,bk(S”)=B,b,(Sk). Hence, by(c), B,ku=bk(S”)B,u=kB,u whenever UEI&, and by 
(d) &kU=&RkU whenever UE W,, or nE I& and gcd(n, k)= 1. 
Substituting we obtain Qnku=(n-B”)B,u for UE I& and Q,ku=nku-B,B,u for 
UE w,,. 
Now u,“=N(R,)s II’&, SO QnkU=O for Ud;. Also, &U=h for IEN, UEA, SO 
Qnku=nku-nku=O for UEA. Finally, B,u=O for UGU: G W,,, so Qnku=nku. 
Let us now prove the proposition: 
(1’) As B,u=lu for UEA, Q$=u for EA. 
(2’), (3’) follow by B,, =bk(S”)B, and U,” = N(B,). 
(1”),(2”),(3”),(1”‘),(2”‘),(3”‘) follow from (e) and gcd(p,p+ l)= 1. 0 
4. Integral parametrization: proof of Theorems U and V 
For nEN let L, : X+X, denote the n-restriction mapping defined by L,u := u 1 Z, = 
(u ,, ,..., u”_r), and let r,:X,+W,cX denote the n-periodic extension mapping de- 
fined by L,T’,ii=li and (&l;),+,= (r,Li), for all ti~X,, rn~Z. Thus, L,T, is the identity 
mapping of X, and so (r,L,)* =T,(L,I”)L,=T,L, is a projection of X onto W,. 
Another useful linear mapping is the n-recursion mapping R,: X, x X-+X 
defined by 
LnRn(ti,u)=ti, 
(4.0) 
(S”-l)R,(ti,v)=u. 
Obviously, R,(zi, u) is well defined, and UEX satisfies u = R,(ti, v) if and only if it is 
recursively defined by u, = I?,,,, o <m < n, u m+n=~,+v,,, for mb0 and u,,,=u,,,+~-U, 
for m < 0. Notice that r,l; = R,(li, 0). 
Fix a positive integer p in the sequel. Let L?F =X2(P+l)x XzP. We first define 
J,-:X+ti,-, 0,“: 0,=-+X by 
J,“u:=(L,~,+,,u,L~~C~+~~), 
0,” (ti, $) := R 2c,+l,(w+w2,rj). 
(4.1) 
Define a subspace L?p” E L?,” by 
(ti,q)Eti; :O fi0=(CP+l~2~P+1~~)0. (4.2) 
It is readily checked that the condition co =(C P+lI’2~P+l+i)0 is a restatement of the 
condition (Ul) of Definition U, Section 1. 
Proposition 4.0. (i) UEA- z~~,,,=(-l)~u,, (meiT). 
(ii) u=D,“(fi,rj) ~~L~~~+~p=ii and C,+lu-r2prjEA-. 
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Proof. (i) u~A~=N,+~o(S+1)u=0ou,+u,+~=0(m~h)ou,=(-1)”uo(m~B). 
(ii) By Proposition 3.3(b), 
(S 2(p+1)-1)U=(S+1)Cp+lU (UEX). (4.3) 
By (4.0) and (4.1), 
u=D,“(G,yj) iff Lz(p+lJu=G and (S2(p+1)-1)~=(S+l)~zp~. (4.4) 
Substituting (4.3) in (4.4) we obtain (ii), as A- =N(S+ 1). 0 
Proposition 4.1. Jp” X G r?; and 0,” c,” c op. 
Proof. JFX G tip”: Let (fi,rj)=JpZu for some UEX. Then fi=(&, ...,tizp+l)=L2(p+lju, 
~=LzpCp+lu, so that fio=(L&+1a)o=(C,+1 
Co~j~p(~2j+l-~2j)=(Cp+Ir2(p+l~zi)o. Thus, (kG)~cp”. 
u)O=CO<j$p (k?j+ 1 -“2j)= 
0,” 0: G up: Let u=D,“(t;, jl) for some (z?,~)E~F. By Proposition 4.O(ii) we have 
C,+~U-~~~~~EA-, so that (S+l)C,+i u=(S+ l)r,,rj. Hence also C,(S+ l)C,+iu= 
C,(S+l)r,,$. But by Proposition 3.3(b) Cp(S+1)=S2p-l, and as rZp$% Wzp= 
N(SZp- l)we conclude(S+ 1)CpCp+1u=(S2p-l)~2ptj=0, i.e. ueN((S+ l)CpCp+l)= 
N(J(S))= op. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let Q,” = 0,” J," , Q^, = J,” 0,“. Then Q,” is a projection of X onto op 
and &’ is a projection of 6,” onto r?;. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 we only need to show that Q,” u=u for unfix and 
Q,“(&$)=(ti,e) for (Ei,q)~cp”. 
Let UEI?~. Then (S2P-1)Cp+lu=0, so that Cp+iu~WZp and so 
Cp+lu=~2pL2pCp+lu. Thus, 
=R 2(p+&2(p+l) u,(S+ l)~2pL2pCp+lU) 
=R 2(p+l)(L2(p+l~~,(s+1)cP+1~). 
But by Propositions 3.3(b) and (4.0), any UEX satisfies u= R2(p+lr(L2(p+1j~, 
(S+ l)C,+1 u). Hence Q,” u = u. 
Now let (t?, e)~ fip” . We first notice that (ti, rj) actually satisfies rzprj = C,+ lD,” (ti, 9). 
(Indeed, let u = 0,” (ti, 9). By Proposition 4.0, (C,+ 1u-~2pfi),=(Cp+ 1~-Z’2pQ)O( - 1)” 
for all mEi& and as (;,fi)~L?;, (Cp+,u-~2pTj)o=(Cp+,u)o-(~2prj)o= 
(cp+lr2(p+l) l;)o-~o=O.) Hence we have L2(p+ljDF(Li,9)=ti, and L2,Cp+iD,“(li,rj)= 
L,,T,,rj = fi, so that by (4.1) Q,“(zi, 0) = J,” Dp” (2, fi) =(2;, G), as required. 0 
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Proposition 4.3. Let Jp” := J,” 1 op, Dp” := 0,” 10;. Then Dp” : 0; + up is an isomor- 
phism, and Jp” : opb-cF satisfies Jp” =(D,“)-‘. 
Proof. Indeed, 0; tip” c oP and J; qPs tip” by Proposition 4.1. By Proposition 4.2 
Jp” Dp” is the identity mapping of U; and Dp” Jp” is the identity mapping of or,. 
Proposition 4.3 follows. 0 
Before proceeding let us state the conditions (Ul),(U2),(U3) in our present termi- 
nology. Let (ti, $)E 8: =Xzcp+ i) x Xzp, and consider the conditions 
(U’l) (C,+lGcp+l,~)O=TiO> 
(U’2) (C,G,r’i)ll =O, (4.5) 
(U’3) (T,J,,G), =O. 
Then (U’ 1) and (Ul), (U’2) and (U2), (U’3) and (U3) are, respectively, equivalent. 
Thus, the chain of subspaces I?,” c cr,c 6; c fi,” and the mapping D, are 
redefined by 
(f,Ij)Etip” iff (ti, 4) satisfies (U’ l), 
(G)EL& iff (ti, 6) satisfies (U’ 1) and (U’2), (4.6) 
(d,?j)# iff (ti, 4) satisfies (U’l), (U’2) and (U/3), 
D,= Dp” 1 r3,= D; 1 tip. 
Proposition 4.4. D,: 6fPp- UP is an isomorphism, and 0; ’ = JP, where JP= Jg I Up. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 it suffices to show that Dp” op E Up and Jp” Up E r?,. 
(1) DPcP E UP: Let (ti, fi)~ i?p and let u = D,(ti, Q). We shall make repeated use of the 
fact that for UEA-, u=O iff u0 =O (Proposition 4.0(i)). By Proposition 4.O(ii), 
c p+ra--~plj~A-, so by (C,+,u),=(C,+,T,,,+,,ti), and (U’l) C,+la=r&. BY 
Proposition 4.1, ~E~~=NN((S+ l)C,C,+i), so that (S+ l)C,C,+lu=O, i.e. 
C,C,+IUEA-. BY C,+, u=r&j and (U’2), (C,C,+lu)O=(C,~,,~)O=O, so that 
C,C,+ 1 u=O. Thus, by (3.6), UEU,. 
(2) J,,UPs UP: Let UEU,, (ti,rj)=J,u=J,“u, i.e. ~2=L~~p+~~u, tj=LzpCp+lu. By 
Proposition 4.1, (&,{)~op” so that (U’l) holds. As UE~~ we have by (3.6) 
(SZP-- l)Cp+ 1 u=O, so that Cp+luE W,,and so Cp+lu=~zpLzpCp+lu=~2ptj. ASUEU, 
we have C,C,+ 1 u =O, or C,T,,~ =O, and so in particular (C,T,,$), =O, i.e. (U’2) 
holds, and so (6, +)EI?~. 0 
Proof of Theorem U. By Proposition 4.4, D, is an isomorphism of r?, onto Up. Let us 
show that D,e,“= Upb. BY (36 U::=N(,-l)bpbp+l=NbpCp+,. As c,=(x--l)b,, 
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tz,=(x+ l)b, we have gcd(c,, tz,)=b, and, hence, gcd(c,c,+l, tzpcp+l)=bpcp+l; so, 
by Proposition 3.1, Ui=NCpCs+lnNt21Cl+,. But by (3.6), Ncpcp+,= U, so U,~={UEU~: 
T2pCp+lu=O}. Now as (x2p-1)cp+l=(x-l)t2pcp+1 and ~~=N~x2~_1)c,+1, we
have C,, 1 u=~~~L~&~+~u and T2,C,+Iu~N(S-l)=A for UEU,E~~, and so 
TC 2p p+lu=O iff (T2J2,$),=0, where rj=L2pC,+Iu. But ti=L2(p+IJu with this 
4 satisfies Jpu =(t;, G), hence also u =D,(ti, 9). Thus UE U,” iff Dp ‘u =(ti, fi)~i?~ and 
satisfies (U/3), i.e. D,c,” = Upb. 
Finally, we notice that D, maps zfip onto &J,. By (4.1), u= D,(i, ij) has integral 
entries whenever ti and $ do, and also (12, ;1) = Jpu = Dp ’ u has integral entries whenever 
u does. Thus, D,zI?~=zU~. 0 
To establish Theorem V we proceed in steps. First we explicitly express the 
involution &, induced on op by the involutory action of A, on Up. We then identify 
the fixed subspace ?i G opp, and observe that the mapping L^,: 4-X,+ 1 x X, given 
by (k ri) I-+ (L p+lr2(p+ $, LJzprj) is an isomorphism of 4 with VP. As EP=DP& ‘, 
Theorem V follows. Let us turn to the details. 
Proposition 4.5. (i) SP+lAp=l+Cp+l. 
(ii) Let UEU~, v=C~+~ u. Then A,? = Spq, S 2pq = q. 
(iii) Let u~U,, v=C,+~U. Then ~,,+~~=q,,,, ~,+q,,,=(A~u),,,+~+~. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition 3.3(d)(ii), Sa,(S)= 1 + C,, 1. As a,(S)= SPA,, (i) follows. 
(ii) By (3.6), Szpq=q restates UEU,. C,C,+lu=C,r]=O by WV,, and so by 
Proposition 3.3(d)(i) a,(S)q=(l +SC,)r]=q. As a,(S)=SPA, we have SPA,q=q. As 
q = S2pq we obtain, applying Sp, S ‘pA,q = A,S 2Pv = A,q = Seq. 
(iii) Follows from (i) and (ii). 0 
Now define ip: tip+ tip by 
&= 0; 1 A,D,. 
Then &, is an involution in tip. 
Proposition 4.6. Let (12, fi)~ up, and dejine (h’, G’)E~; by 
*, * * up_l=u*p-Ij2p-l, l.i;p=tip-1+4p-l, rj;-l=?2p--17 4;p-l=~p-lr 
A A 
~;=u2p+l-Q3, l?;p+l=lip+qp. 
Then (I?‘, 9’) =&ii, 3). 
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Proof. Let u=O,(ti,t), ~=c,+~u, u’=A,u, q’=CP+lu’. Then ti,,,=u,, %=u;, 
Obm<2(p+l), and &=qm, &=$,,, 0 <rn< 2p, by (4.1) and Proposition 4.5(iii). 
Thus, 0;’ A,D,(ti, $=(I?‘, 4’). q 
As a consequence, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.7. Let (2, 6)~ OP. Then A^,(& 0 = (4, 4) if and only if 
A * uzp=up-1+ljp-1, 
(4.8) 
&p+l=~p+$o, hp-l’ip-1. 
Let p; =Xp+l x X,, and define F$ c up, J$,: ph+ va, k,: VP+ fi by 
pi= { (fi, 6)~ up: (fi, $) satisfies (4.8)). 
~,(z;,~)=(Lp+lr*(p+l)Q,Lpr2pq). (4.9) 
&((&, . . ..&J.(rio, . . ..&-1)) 
=((a I) )...) tip,&+& ,..., ;,-1+9,-1,t;,+io);(9o,...,ri,-1,9o,...,ip-l)). 
Proposition 4.8. &, is an isomorphism of 4 onto <, I?,= & ‘. 
Proof. By their definitions fzp and ip are linear, k,L^,(ti, ri)=(ti, fi) for (c, 4)~ o,, 
satisfying (4.8) by (4.9), and L,k,(ti,rj)=(ti,rj) for (Li,e)~ ep is obvious. Thus we only 
need to show that &,pL= pp. 
Let (&, +)E CJ satisfy (4.8). By Definition U, (a, 4)~ op iff (Ul) and (U2) hold for (fi, e), 
and &,(Li, $)E V, iff ((Go, . . . , i&),(jjo, . . ., ij,-l)) satisfies (Vl). We notice that these two 
are equivalent conditions. Indeed (4.8) gives 
C (-l)jl;j= C (-l)jt;j+(-l)p+l C (-l)j(tij+$j) 
OQj-cZ(p+l) O<j4p O<j<p 
=(l+(-l)‘+l) 1 (-1)jl;j 
O<j<p 
+(-l)“+’ 1 (-l)j+j+(-1)2p+11j~. 
O$j<p 
Thus, for (d, )C~)E 0: satisfying (4.8), we have 
Go+ 1 (-l)jGj 
O<j<2(p+l) 
=(-1)p+l C (-l)j$j+(l+(-l)p+l) C (-1)jt;j . 
> 
(4.10) 
OSj<p O<j<p 
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Assume now (G, 9)~ tip”, i.e. (Ul). Then the left-hand side of (4.10) vanishes, hence so 
does the right-hand side, and so LJz?, 4) satisfies (Vl). But then (G, 4) satisfies also (U2); 
indeed, (U2) follows from (4.8) for odd p, and from (4.8) and (Vl) for even p. Thus, we 
have for (ti, 4) satisfying (4.8) (2, $)E fip iff &,(ti, 4)~ <. 0 
Proof of Theorem V. We first show that Ef is an isomorphism of < onto V,. By 
A^,=D;‘A,D,we have UEV,, i.e. A,u=u,iff A,D;‘u=D,‘u and so V,=D,viaand by 
Propositions 4.6 and 4.8 it suffices to prove E,= D,R,. 
Notice that E, is redefined by E,(ti, tj) = Rp+ l(ti, Q); i.e. by (4.0): 
(4.11) 
(Sp+ 1 - l)E,@, 4) = F’$ 
Fix (4, $)E vp and put 
Let L~~?‘EX~(~+ i), +j EXIT denote the corresponding concatenation, so that by (4.9), 
gp(ti, $)=(titi’, rj$). Now let u = E,(Q, G), u’= D,k,(li, 4). Then u’ is defined by the 
conditions L z(p+lp’=tii?, (s2(p+l)- l)u’=(S+l)F&$ Now L,+lu=ti and as by 
(4.11) (S P”-l)u=T’rj, we also have up+l=~~+~o,...,uzp=~p+l+~p_l, Q+~= 
I?,,+&, so that Lz~,+l,u=fiti’. Also, (S2(p+1)-1)~=Spf1(Sp+1-1)u+(Sp+1-1)u= 
SP”r,q+F,rj. But SpFpfi=Fprj, F,Q=F,,rj~ so we have (S2cp’1)-1)u=(S+l)~2p~~. 
Thus u=u’. 
As obviously (ti, 4)~ I$, satisfies (V2) iff k,(ti, 9) satisfies (U3), E, maps ?j 
onto V,“, and as (r&G@ VP is with integral entries iff i,(ti,{) is such, E, maps zV, 
onto zVp. 0 
We conclude with a general remark on integral parametrizations. The reader 
will notice that only the sublattice P1 E P consisting of manic polynomials with 
integral coefficients and free coefficient +l or -1 were used in our analysis. By our 
remarks in Section 2, whenever Y=N, for qEP,, Y has an integral parametriz- 
ation; in fact, if deg(q) =n then the restriction mapping L, maps isomorphically Y 
onto X,, its inverse being an integral parametrization. In particular, all finite 
dimensional S-subspaces mentioned in Sections 3 and 4 have this integral parametriz- 
ation. For the special case of the space W, of n-periodic sequences, Wn=NXm_l, the 
factorization into factors in P1 is x”- 1 =ndln qa(x), where q&) is the dth cyclo- 
tomic polynomial (see e.g. [S, Section 4.11]), and it provides the direct sum de- 
composition W, = @d I,, Nqs where each summand separately is integrally paramet- 
rized in this way. 
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